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PROGRAMME

Welcome from your MC’s, Greg Ward, Bonita Nuttall 
and Cat Coluccio

Introduction by Erin Wansbrough, Chair of the  
New Zealand Hi-Tech Trust

Xero Hi-Tech Young Achiever of the Year

IBM Hi-Tech Inspiring Individual of the Year

Paymark Best Contribution to the NZ Hi-Tech Sector by 
an Internationally Headquartered Company

ATEED Most Innovative Hi-Tech Creative  
Technology Solution

Duncan Cotterill Most Innovative Hi-Tech  
Software Solution

Coretex Hi-Tech Emerging Company of the Year

Kiwibank Most Innovative Hi-Tech Service

Callaghan Innovation Hi-Tech Kamupene Māori o te Tau - 
Māori Company of the Year

New Zealand Trade and Enterprise Most Innovative  
Hi-Tech Agritech Solution

Endace Most Innovative Hi-Tech Hardware Product

Tait Communications Most Innovative Deep Tech Solution

Visa Best Hi-Tech Solution for the Public Good

NZ Growth Captial Partners Hi-Tech Start-up Company of 
the Year

PwC Hi-Tech Company of the Year

Welcome to the 2020 Hi-Tech Awards Gala dinner.  
It will certainly be a night to remember where despite the 
unprecedented circumstances that COVID presents, we come 
together tonight to celebrate as one from across New Zealand.  
A night that simultaneously joins three separate events into one 
celebration and ironically made possible through the application 
of a little technology.  

Tonight is a celebration of the achievements from across the 
industry that are the result of much tenacity, commitment, 
sacrifice, and hard work. The recognition of these great 
achievements is even more important given the current 
unprecedented and challenging times that we are presented 
with by the global impact of the COVID pandemic.  
This industry is going to be at the core of New Zealand’s 
recovery and we need to therefore recognise, reward and 
celebrate the successes of the businesses and individuals from 
within the industry.  

Tonight is brought to you by the Hi-Tech Trust, the night also 
marks a significant milestone for the Trust itself. This year is 
the twenty fifth year of the Hi-Tech Awards programme when 
we celebrate what is great about this industry, the people in it 
and the contribution we make to the NZ economy. Technology 
is humanity’s greatest enabler – it has enabled migration of 
people, development of tools and innovation across a multitude 
of disciplines. The technology sector has the potential to create 
long term positive impact for all New Zealanders, but it will only 
achieve this if we are able to reduce inequities and barriers of 
entry and increase the pathways that enables talent from varying 
backgrounds to participate in this sector.  

Over the past two years the NZ Hi-Tech Trust have placed 
a significant emphasis on diversity because the industry 
unquestionably needs to raise the bar in encouraging, 
promoting and recognising diversity.  This vital emphasis and 
our leadership in this area will continue and grow in 2020 and 
beyond.  It is therefore my privilege to acknowledge the recent 
launch of the NZ Hi-Tech Foundation earlier this month by the 
NZ Hi-Tech Trust.  

The foundation has been established with the mission of 
reducing barriers to entry and inequity of opportunity for those 
seeking to engage with and contribute to the hi-tech sector.  
It seeks to continue technology’s journey and bring people 
and perspectives from all backgrounds to this ever evolving, 
exciting and hugely valuable sector. With Perpetual Guardian’s 
expertise and stewardship, and the support of the businesses 
and individuals from across our industry, the foundation aims 
to have $25 million of committed funds by 2025, operating as 
a permanent and evergreen investment for New Zealand. The 
foundation aims to create a legacy that further enables this 
sector for future generations and prosperity of all New Zealand.

I want to also say a big thank you to our international and local 
judges, our sponsors, supporters and my fellow trustees. We 
simply could not achieve what we do without your continued 
support, collaboration and contribution. The Hi-Tech Trust also 
want to acknowledge and thank the support of NZTech and the 
wider industry that enable us to gain recognition for our industry 
and its contribution to our country.  

Enjoy the showcase of the winners tonight, ensure you network 
and join us in toasting what we can create and achieve for the 
future of New Zealand over the next twenty five years. I know it 
will be bold, I know it will be great and I know it will exceed any 
expectation we may imagine tonight. 

Erin Wansbrough 
Chair, NZ Hi-Tech Trust

WELCOME
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XERO HI-TECH 

YOUNG ACHIEVER  
OF THE YEAR

This award goes to an outstanding individual who has 
made a substantial contribution to a New Zealand  
hi-tech company as a founder, employee, or a 
contribution to the hi-tech sector itself. Each has 
demonstrated qualities that single them out as an 
excellent young leader and achiever.

2019 WINNER 
— JOHN ROY

FI
N

A
LI

ST
S JAMIE BEATON

Jamie founded Crimson Education at age 18 to 
help other high schoolers gain offers to the most 
competitive universities including Harvard, Stanford, 
Cambridge and MIT. Graduating from Harvard in 2016, 
he was also one of the youngest ever to be accepted 
to the Stanford Graduate School of Business to pursue 
a Masters in Education Tech. In 2018 Jamie received 
the Rhodes Scholarship to pursue a PhD at Oxford in 
Public Policy with a focus on online schooling.

EZEL KOKCU
At 26, Ezel already has three successful tech ventures 
to her name. STQRY, which she built to a company 
with more than 60 employees; Non-StopTix which 
she sold to a local promoter within its first year and 
now Passphere, a global ticketing system. Ezel has 
successfully closed two funding rounds for Passphere 
and since secured a merger with iTICKET, doubling 
their valuation in six months and achieved 1,900% 
growth for the company with a team of 20.

MICHAEL LOVEGROVE
As founder and CEO, Michael has pursued JRNY’s 
mission that technology can help insurers protect more 
people better, and reduce global underinsurance. 
He has led JRNY through three investment rounds, 
managed a pivot to an insurtech solution, and grown 
the team to 10. Under Michael’s leadership, JRNY was 
named in the top two startups in Asia Pacific, is an 
InsurTech100 company and was named by Deloitte as 
“One to Watch” at the Fast50 Rising Star awards.

TERRY MILLER
Terry is a passionate and inspiring engineer, founder 
and leader, innovating across disciplines to create 
exciting high-tech products and forging teams who 
execute and achieve amazing results. He takes risks 
and pushes the boundaries of what is possible, seeking 
opportunities to learn and grow on the journey from 
engineer to CEO. Throughout his career Terry has 
actively engaged with STEM outreach initiatives, 
encouraging children and society to spark their interest 
in science and technology.

CRAIG PIGGOTT
At age 21, Craig founded Halter, an agritech company 
set on unlocking the connection between animals 
and humans to create a better world, beginning with 
revolutionising the farming industry. Inspired by his 
dairy farm upbringing, he has developed a device 
that allows farmers to virtually fence, physically shift 
and monitor their herds remotely, making farming 
simpler and more sustainable. Now with 45 people, 
the company has raised over $10M in funding from the 
world’s top venture capitalists.

STEFAN POWELL
Stefan Powell has been building rockets since his early 
student years and has spent his entire career in Kiwi 
rocket and global satellite start-ups. CTO of Dawn 
Aerospace, Stefan now heads various technical teams 
across New Zealand and the Netherlands, building 
reusable launch vehicles and new space transportation 
technologies. A Kiwi at heart with a dash of Dutch 
eccentricity, he’s broken a few world altitude records 
along the way.

SIAN SIMPSON
Sian has recently retired after five years as the 
community manager for the Kiwi Landing Pad, 
spanning New Zealand and San Francisco. Sian 
provided the platform to transform the largely 
physical offering in San Francisco into a much wider 
reaching role of curating a truly global community of 
entrepreneurs and startups spanning many countries 
and markets around the world. She established and ran 
the ‘Sales and Marketing Jam’ events; and instigated a 
successful regular podcast series with founders.

IAN WHITE
Ian is General Manager of ZX Security, a 2018 Deloitte 
Fast 50 company and finalist in the 2019 Wellbeing 
Workplace of the Year awards. Ian was a finalist of the 
2019 CIO Awards in the Emerging ICT Leader of the 
Year category and 2019 ISANZ Winner in the Emerging 
Leader category. A regular speaker and mentor at 
tertiary institutions throughout NZ and an Advisory 
Group Member for Summer of Tech he also presents at 
conferences on cyber-surveillance research.
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IBM HI-TECH

INSPIRING INDIVIDUAL 
OF THE YEAR

This award recognises individuals who have made 
an outstanding contribution to a New Zealand 
hi-tech company as a director, senior executive, 
employee or contractor and/or to the hi-tech 
sector itself. They have demonstrated qualities 
that single them out as a leader and achiever 
and have achieved way beyond what could be 
considered their “day job”.

2019 WINNER 
— PETER BECK

FI
N

A
LI

ST
S JENENE CROSSAN

As CEO and Co-Founder of Powered by Flossie, 
Jenene Crossan is one of New Zealand’s most 
prominent women in technology and has founded 
multiple start-ups throughout her career. Having 
recently taken Powered by Flossie to the UK market, 
Jenene is familiar with all the highs and lows of 
taking Kiwi businesses global and regularly shares her 
knowledge and experience with start-up founders.

MICHELLE DICKINSON
Dr Michelle Dickinson has been inspiring young minds 
to take in an interest in science and technology for 
years as Nanogirl. With a PhD in Biomedical and 
Materials Engineering and co-founder of Nanogirl Labs 
Michelle has authored books, hosted TV shows and 
created live shows and podcasts as part of her mission 
to make science and engineering fun and accessible for 
everyone, no matter their age or education level.

BRUCE GORDON
Bruce Gordon has been influential in shaping 
Pushpay’s business strategy and product innovation 
roadmap. Bruce has been a mentor for Pushpay’s 
two co-founders, Chris Heaslip and Eliot Crowther, 
and Pushpay’s culture of innovation and continuous 
improvement is driven by Bruce’s strategic vision. With 
a culture that strives for excellence, Bruce inspires the 
team to challenge themselves and execute on the 
shared goal to drive increased social good, making an 
impact on lives all over the world.

MITCHELL PHAM
As chair of the Chair of NZTech Board Mitchell has 
been a strong advocate for  New Zealand’s tech 
companies both here and abroad. He has a genuine 
passion for helping the hitech setor prosper and grow. 
He volunteers his time across multiple associations and 
initiatives and has worked closely with the government 
as chair of the Digital Council to guide and influence 
tech policy.

SERGE VAN DAM
After a career in software companies, Serge has spent 
the last five years working with start-up founders, with 
a focus on cloud-based software companies in the 
enterprise and fintech space. With both start-up and 
corporate experience, Serge has been able to help 
many companies along the road to success. He’s also 
been a key part of running education programs like 
‘Kiss my SaaS’, is an NZTE Beachhead advisor and a 
director for many startups.
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PAYMARK BEST

CONTRIBUTION TO THE 
NZ HI-TECH SECTOR BY 
AN INTERNATIONALLY 
HEADQUARTERED 
COMPANY

2019 WINNER 
— TALENT INTERNATIONAL

This award is for a company that is headquartered 
overseas but is an active participant in the New 
Zealand hi-tech sector. The winning company will have 
an exciting story to tell of how initiatives it has either 
led or been a key part of have created sustainable 
growth in a New Zealand business sector.

FI
N

A
LI

ST
S HUMANITIX

Humanitix is a not-for-profit ticketing platform 
combining business and philanthropy, demonstrating 
the power of technology harnessed as a force for 
good. Humanitix makes event management a delight, 
and redirects 100% of booking fee profits to closing 
the education gap for disadvantaged Kiwi kids. 
Powering thousands of events, backed by Google.org, 
Atlassian, The Akina Foundation and NEXT Foundation, 
Humanitix is a charity for the tech-generation, making 
every ticket count.
humanitix.com

IBM
From melanoma research to keeping the lights 
on during significant weather events, IBM helps 
organisations solve problems. IBM has a long history 
in New Zealand, helping both New Zealand’s largest 
brands and its newest start-ups use technology to 
grow their business. IBM promotes the success of the 
tech industry through skills development and using its 
global networks to support Kiwi technology exporters 
and is involved in educational initiatives such a P-TECH 
and industry groups such as NZTech.
ibm.com/nz-en

ATEED MOST 

INNOVATIVE  
HI-TECH CREATIVE 
TECHNOLOGY SOLUTION 

The winner of this category will have developed a 
product or solution (including hardware, software and/
or services) that uses creative content or interactive 
design in a genuinely innovative way and can 
demonstrate how it is positioned for future success. 

2019 WINNER 
— SPALK

FI
N

A
LI

ST
S IMAGR

IMAGR’s SmartCart creates a better supermarket 
shopping experience by eliminating barcodes and 
checkouts. SmartCart combines a proprietary artificial 
intelligence algorithm with cameras in the shopping 
trolley to identify products based on appearance. 
The solution can identify products in real-time with 
98.5% accuracy and can handle hundreds of users 
at once. SmartCart is a plug and play solution that 
doesn’t require a change in any of the supermarket’s 
operations.
imagr.co

UMAJIN
Umajin’s multi-user visual editor is built for everyone 
to design, develop and deploy software applications 
and experiences without code.  The base editor can 
be extended by the addition of  building blocks such 
as data capture, dashboarding, video, machine vision 
and custom plugins.  In 2019 Umajin has launched two 
new building blocks; VR with simulation, role playing & 
digital twins and powerful Digital Agents showcasing 
rich content with touch and voice interaction.
umajin.com

WETA WORKSHOP
Dr. Grordbort’s Boosters is a mixed-reality game 
designed for the Magic Leap One spatial computing 
device. Players pilot a rocketship around their home 
attempting to collect as many asteroids as their piloting 
skills allow. With most Magic Leap One apps the device 
needs to scan the player’s space before they open any 
application. However, Boosters can dynamically scan 
while a user plays. This is the first time a mixed reality 
game has taken full advantage of this feature.
wetaworkshop.com
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DUNCAN COTTERILL MOST

INNOVATIVE HI-TECH 
SOFTWARE SOLUTION

The winner of this category is a company that has 
commercialised an exciting software solution which 
is genuinely innovative. The technology offers 
a clear value proposition to the customer and is 
unique and able to be clearly differentiated.

2019 WINNER 
— PREDICT HQ

FI
N

A
LI

ST
S ORBICA

OrbViz is an interactive software-as-a-service (SaaS) 
data visualisation tool that empowers governments to 
be transparent and tell the story of how they spend 
public funds. It seamlessly integrates financial data, 
narrative and mapping technology to bring the story of 
government spending to life. Citizens no longer need 
to delve through PDFs and try to understand complex 
tables and graphs: they can access a breakdown of their 
tax spend online in a fun and easy-to-understand way.
orbica.world

PAYSAUCE
PaySauce makes it easier to be a really good employer. 
We’re a cloud-based employment solutions platform 
built to simplify payroll, admin, and management. We 
take care of compliance so that farming bosses can 
focus on the heart of their business. We put people 
first - listening to and working alongside our customers, 
team, and partners to make sure we’re tackling the agri 
industry’s toughest problems in practical ways.
paysauce.com

RAYGUN
In today’s highly competitive digital world, it’s never 
been more important to make sure customers are 
having flawless software experiences. Thousands of 
teams globally use Raygun to get complete, real-time 
visibility into errors, crashes and performance issues 
that their customers encounter. Raygun helps them 
increase visibility, iterate quickly, and deliver high-
quality user experiences each and every time.
raygun.com

REDSHIELD
RedShield helps secure digital transformations for 
enterprises around the globe, by making web-app 
vulnerabilities vanish without touching the original code. 
Shields are code blocks designed to to fix an otherwise 
exploitable vulnerability in an application. Instead of 
buying a replacement, turning off the application, or 
blocking functionality the business can instead Shield 
it and remove any opportunity for hackers, while 
functionality remains unaffected.
redshield.co

ROCOS
The Rocos Robot Operations Platform enables users 
to connect, monitor, and control robot fleets at scale. 
Rocos is a secure, reliable, cloud-based platform that 
connects robots through a local agent to provide remote 
operation, telemetry dashboarding, integration with 
business applications, and offline data caching. With 
Rocos, companies reduce operational complexities, 
security risks, software development costs, and 
overheads involved in managing their robot fleets.
rocos.io
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CORETEX HI-TECH

EMERGING COMPANY 
OF THE YEAR

The winner of this category will be recognised 
as an emerging business that has successfully 
made the transition from a start-up to a 
company that has a sound financial position 
and strong growth prospects. 

2019 WINNER 
— PREDICT HQ

FI
N

A
LI

ST
S FUEL50 

Fulel50 is a career experience platform that puts 
employees in control of shaping their career. 
Fuel50 lets employees map their career path 
through peer learning, stretch assignments and 
connecting with mentors, coaches and colleagues. 
Featuring AI-driven talent and skills forecasting the 
platform helps employees find greater fulfilment in 
their work while also creating agile organizations 
capable of developing talent from within.
fuel50.com

JAVLN
JAVLN is a policy management solution for 
the insurance industry that uses automation 
of policy management, admin and customer 
digital engagement to save insurers, agents and 
brokers time and  money. Automation lets insurers 
process claims up to 70% faster while the reduced 
operational costs for insurers, agents and brokers 
help keep premiums down for consumers. 
javln.com

REDSHIELD
RedShield helps secure digital transformations for 
enterprises around the globe by making web-
app vulnerabilities vanish without touching the 
original code. Shields are code blocks designed 
to to fix an otherwise exploitable vulnerability in 
an application. Instead of buying a replacement, 
turning off the application, or blocking 
functionality the business can instead Shield it 
and remove any opportunity for hackers, while 
functionality remains unaffected. 
redshield.co

TASKA PROSTHETICS
TASKA Prosthetics produces multi-articulating 
myoelectric prosthetic hands that help amputees 
regain ability and confidence. The TASKA hand has 
been developed with an ethos of usability, ruggedness, 
and applicability to the real world, and is the world’s 
first waterproof hand. TASKA currently sells into the US, 
EU, and Australasian markets.
taskaprosthetics.com

TRADIFY
Tradify is the easiest job management software for 
small trade businesses. Tradify makes it easy for tradies 
to take care of scheduling, quoting and invoicing, 
whether they’re in the office, onsite or in-between. 
Tradify is the fastest, simplest and easiest way for 
tradies to track everything no matter where they are 
– notes, receipts, quotes, invoices, timesheets – and 
works on all devices and integrates with Xero, MYOB 
and Quickbooks.
tradifyhq.com
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TAIT COMMUNICATIONS

FLYING KIWI AWARD

The Tait Communications Flying Kiwi Award 
celebrates hi-tech heroes who are recognised 
in the NZ Hi-Tech Hall of Fame. Each of our 
Flying Kiwis has demonstrated the considerable 
innovation, creativity, perseverance, and passion 
it takes to make a Kiwi fly. Recipients are 
nominated by their peers and selected by the 
trustees of the NZ Hi-Tech Trust. 

2016 / Sam Morgan 
Founder – TradeMe

2014 / Dr Catherine Mohr 
Director of Medical Research –  
Intuitive Surgical

2013 / Bill Buckley 
Founder – Buckley Systems

2012 / Sir Ken Stevens 
Founder – Glidepath

2011 / Brent Robinson 
Founder – Rakon

2016 / Katherine Corich 
Founder – Sysdoc

2017 / Frances Valintine 
Founder – Tech Futures Lab,  
The Mind Lab

2019 / Greg Cross 
Co-founder – Soul Machines

2018 / Claudia Batten 
Co-founder – Victors & Spoils

Our 2020 Flying 
Kiwi will now be 
announced at 
the next awards 
Gala Dinner
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2009 / Selwyn Pellett 
Founder – Endace, Coretex

2008 / Dennis Chapman 
Founder – Switchtec, Enatel

2008 / Sir Gil Simpson 
Founder – Aoraki Corporation,  
Jade Software

2008 / Ian Taylor 
Founder – Animation Research Limited

2007 / Trevor Eagle 
Founder – Eagle Technology

2006 / Sir Peter Maire 
Founder – Navman, Tahia Investments

2005 / Sir Woolf Fisher &  
Maurice Paykel 
Founders – Fisher & Paykel

2004 / Sir Neville Jordan  
Founder – MAS Technology,  
Endeavour Capital

2003 / Sir Angus Tait  
Founder – Tait Communications

2007 / Sir William Gallagher  
Founder – Gallagher Group

2009 / Rod Drury  
Founder – Aftermail, Xero

2010 / Paul Hargreaves 
Founder – Datacom

Our 2020 Flying 
Kiwi will now be 
announced at 
the next awards 
Gala Dinner
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K IWIBANK MOST

INNOVATIVE HI-TECH 
SERVICE

The winner of this category will be recognised 
as a company that has genuinely developed an 
innovative service that is significantly enabled by 
some form of technology. The service must offer 
a clear value proposition to the end user that is 
differentiated from the competition. 

2019 WINNER 
— PREDICT HQ

FI
N

A
LI

ST
S BECA

GSAT is a transformational service helping Dutch 
engineers deliver fast, consistent and reliable seismic 
assessment in the Netherlands. Developed in response 
to the need to assess tens of thousands of buildings 
impacted by man-made earthquakes,  GSAT applies 
world-leading Kiwi seismic expertise to reduce 
assessment time from weeks to hours. The web app 
guides engineers with limited seismic experience 
through the assessment process – ultimately helping 
local residents feel safer in their homes.
beca.com

BLACKHAWK
Blackhawk gives companies the tools for smarter 
mobile asset management. Coming from a foundation 
in vehicle asset tracking, Blackhawk has developed a 
unique combination of operations analytics, software 
development and IoT edge-device integration 
capability which enables the management of very 
large and complex mobile asset bases. Blackhawk’s 
technology, combined with a deep partnering 
philosophy, increases the utilisation of assets 
empowering customers to do more, with less, saving 
time and capital.
blackhawk.io

DARKSCOPE INTERNATIONAL
Darkscope’s services interrogate cyberspace –  the 
internet, social media and the darkweb on behalf of 
clients to find, identify and quantify their external risk. 
Darkscope identifies their risk of cyber-attack, threat, 
ransomware or hack, which allows them to build better 
defences. Results are reported by an online portal with 
a downloadable report. The service includes email 
alerts, a risk score and a cyber version of their DefCon.
darkscope.com

EMERGENCY Q
Emergency Q reduces overcrowding in hospital 
emergency departments (EDs) by empowering patients 
suited to primary care to make informed decisions about 
where to seek treatment. To date, 33,000 patients have 
used Emergency Q, reducing ED volumes by up to 14%, 
saving patients thousands of hours of waiting time, and 
reducing ED costs, while promoting equity of access to 
primary care. Emergency Q is  a clever Kiwi solution to a 
global healthcare problem.
emergencyq.com

ORBICA
Orbica helps decision-makers who have lots of data by 
creating solutions that bring clarity and insights. Orbica 
uses location intelligence – the “where” aspect of data – 
to extract gold from the data mountain and turn that data 
into insight using savvy visualisations and applications 
that make it easy for anyone to understand. Orbica is 
unique in its technology-flexible approach: it’s not about 
the tools, it’s about the solution.
orbica.world
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CALLAGHAN INNOVATION HI-TECH

KAMUPENE MĀORI O TE 
TAU - MĀORI COMPANY 
OF THE YEAR

The winner of this category will be a hi-tech company 
that strongly identifies with the Māori heritage of its 
owners, teams or products. Judged over a wide range  
of criteria, it demonstrates vision, future goals, 
competitive advantage and celebrates its position  
as a Māori company. 

2019 WINNER 
— ROBOTICS PLUS

FI
N

A
LI

ST
S EMERGENCY Q

Emergency Q reduces overcrowding in hospital 
emergency departments (EDs) by empowering 
patients suited to primary care to make informed 
decisions about where to seek treatment. To date, 
33,000 patients have used Emergency Q, reducing 
ED volumes by up to 14%, saving patients thousands 
of hours of waiting time, and reducing ED costs, 
while promoting equity of access to primary care. 
Emergency Q is  a clever Kiwi solution to a global 
healthcare problem.
emergencyq.com

KIWA DIGITAL
Founded on kaupapa that language is a taonga, KIWA 
has taken this vision onto the world stage, selling 
app publishing and dubbing software in the booming 
global language services market. Its app software 
QUTPro is an exemplar for language revitalisation. 
Its production software VoiceQ delivers perfect lip-
sync dubbing. KIWA’s tech is helping media deliver 
authentic, high-quality content that respects both 
language and cultural identity.
kiwadigital.com

NZ TRADE GROUP 
NZ Trade Group says its whāinga matua (main goal) is 
to help other tradies avoid making the same mistakes 
they made. Seeing an opportunity to make a tangible 
difference, they’ve built a community of tradespeople 
with an innovative integrated, user-friendly digital 
platform bringing together suppliers, software, and 
support. It’s about helping others, manaakitanga, 
whakataukī Nāku te rourou, nāu te rourou ka ora ai te 
Iwi - with your basket and mine the people will thrive.
nztradegroup.co.nz

PLINK SOFTWARE
Plink Software is a Māori owned software startup, with a 
majority of Māori staff working exclusively on kaupapa 
Māori software. Plink’s software connects people to 
their language, to their whakapapa and to their people. 
Using modern technology to transmit traditional 
knowledge, Plink’s award winning app Tipu has taught 
its 80k users a new Te Reo Māori word or sentence 
800k times. Its Tipu in Schools programme has been 
expanded throughout Aotearoa, to help normalise Te 
Reo using gamified technology.
plink.co.nz
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NEW ZEALAND TRADE AND ENTERPRISE MOST

INNOVATIVE HI-TECH 
AGRITECH SOLUTION

2019 WINNER 
— APORO - ROBOTICS PLUS

This category focuses on the development of a 
technology-based solution for use by the primary 
sector including (but not limited to) fishing, 
farming, forestry and horticulture.

FI
N

A
LI

ST
S BBC TECHNOLOGIES

BBC Technologies’ LUCAi™ artificial intelligence is an 
industry-leading technology for grading blueberries. 
LUCAi™ provides blueberry-specific trained 
characteristics for better classifications and more 
refined sorting. The result is the robust classification 
of premium-quality product to meet increasingly 
demanding customer requirements.
bbctechnologies.com

COMPAC
From its beginning creating the world’s first electronic 
Kiwifruit sizer, Compac has grown into a market-leading 
global business with state-of-the art production and 
international research facilities. Backed by Tomra, 
Compac utilises the world’s leading sensor and 
produce-grading technologies to help it solve some of 
the hardest fruit-defect grading, sorting and packing 
challenges faced by the global produce industry.
compacsort.com

PAYSAUCE
PaySauce makes it easier to be a really good employer. 
We’re a cloud-based employment solutions platform 
built to simplify payroll, admin, and management. We 
take care of compliance so that farming bosses can 
focus on the heart of their business. We put people 
first - listening to and working alongside our customers, 
team, and partners to make sure we’re tackling the agri 
industry’s toughest problems in practical ways.
paysauce.com

REGEN
Regen Lite makes it easy for everyone on the farm 
to make better daily irrigation decisions that will 
reduce nitrogen leaching, preserve our waterways 
and maximise productivity gains for our farmers.  The 
mobile app automatically tells farmers if they should 
irrigate based on real-time data points from their soil 
moisture sensors, integrated with the daily weather 
forecast, soil types, irrigation systems and preferred 
irrigator use by the farmer.
nzregen.co.nz
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ENDACE MOST

INNOVATIVE HI-TECH 
HARDWARE PRODUCT

FI
N

A
LI

ST
S

The winner of this category will be recognised 
as a company that has successfully developed a 
genuinely innovative hardware product and can 
demonstrate how it’s positioned for future success. 
The technology solution is clearly differentiated 
from that of the competition.

2019 WINNER 
— TASKA PROSTHETICS

DAWN AEROSPACE
Dawn is building powerful, efficient and sustainable 
propulsion systems for CubeSat satellites. ECSS 
(European Space Agency) qualified, they are 1000x 
more powerful than alternatives and use green bi-
propellant propulsion modules to provide high thrust 
and high efficiency to get CubeSats online faster 
with more capabilities. Through the use of additive 
manufacturing, the modules can be modified to suit 
any CubeSat structure or mission delta-v requirement.
dawnaerospace.com

IMAGR
IMAGR’s SmartCart is a supermarket basket that uses 
four cameras and a proprietary artificial intelligence 
algorithm to create the world’s most accurate vision 
checkout system. SmartCart is capable of recognising 
products based on what they look like, without the 
need for barcode scanning. There is education required 
for customers and as a plug and play solution it 
doesn’t require a change in any of the supermarket’s 
operations.
imagr.co

MANTA5
Manta5 have designed and developed the world’s first 
hydrofoil ebike that replicates the cycling experience 
on water. Using the same technology as America’s Cup 
sailboats the Hydrofoiler XE-1 opens up a whole new 
cycling frontier. Suitable for a wide range of fitness 
levels, riders can explore ocean coastlines, train along 
waterways, or cruise lakeside with friends and family.
nz.manta5.com

SHOTOVER CAMERA SYSTEMS
Designed to meet the needs of industrial survey, 
live broadcast, production and surveillance, the B1 
is the most compact gyro-stabilised camera system 
developed by SHOTOVER. The B1’s lightweight 
design allows it to be utilised on low-cost platforms 
like Robinson R44 helicopters and Cessna airplanes to 
provide a cost-effective method to improve powerline 
surveying accuracy and therefore safety, in the wake of 
the California and Australian wildfires.
shotover.com

TECTONUS
Tectonus’ Resilient Slip Friction Joint (RSFJ®) is an 
innovative seismic damper with an additive self-
centring capability that re-centres buildings during 
earthquakes and aftershocks. The RSFJ not only 
improves the building resilience but also significantly 
reduces business disruption and evacuation times, for 
both new and retrofit buildings of any size and material 
(steel, concrete and timber). 
tectonus.com
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TAIT COMMUNICATIONS MOST

INNOVATIVE DEEP 
TECH SOLUTION

The winner of this category will have developed 
a science or engineering technology solution 
originating from primary research. The 
innovative technology will demonstrate a 
research breakthrough that has led on the 
commercialisation of the solution.

FI
N

A
LI

ST
S ARCACTIVE

Lowering the cost of EV and hybrid vehicles is a 
huge challenge facing the automotive industry as 
the shift away from fossil fuels accelerates. While 
Li-ion batteries provide the required performance EV 
and hybrid cars need for Brake Energy Recuperation, 
they come at a premium price. ArcActive has 
developed a novel electrode for lead batteries, 
which achieves Li-ion levels of charge performance, 
but at lead battery prices.
arcactive.com

MINT INNOVATION
Cost effective, efficient and environmentally friendly 
recovery of metals in recycled materials - the urban 
mine - is a global challenge. Mint Innovation has 
developed and proven a process that utilizes the 
unique abilities of bacteria to absorb metals like 
gold and then retrieve them when the bacteria is 
burnt off. The process is scalable, recyclable and 
cheap and for the first time allows resources to be 
recovered at the source of the urban mine.
mint.bio

TECTONUS 
Tectonus’ Resilient Slip Friction Joint (RSFJ®) is an 
innovative seismic damper with an additive self-
centring capability that re-centres buildings during 
earthquakes and aftershocks. The RSFJ not only 
improves building resilience but also significantly 
reduces business disruption and evacuation times, 
for both new and retrofit buildings of any size and 
material (steel, concrete and timber). 
tectonus.com

VISA BEST HI-TECH

SOLUTION FOR THE 
PUBLIC GOOD

This award goes to a company, organisation, 
charity, NGO, or government department that 
has developed a technology solution that is being 
provided without profit to members of society, either 
within New Zealand or globally.

2019 WINNER 
— THE CACOPHONY PROJECT

FI
N

A
LI

ST
S BRANZ

Artisan is a game-changing QA innovation that 
fundamentally improves residential building  
inspection. It enables inspections to be customised, 
captured, assessed and recorded throughout  the 
building process. A collaborative app workflow allows 
builders to photograph build quality evidence as they 
go and receive feedback and consent compliance 
verification quickly from inspectors working remotely. 
The result is a permanent record of every compliance 
aspect of the build.
branz.co.nz

MALAGHAN INSTITUTE
New Zealand’s first clinical trial of CAR T-cell therapy, 
a revolutionary approach to fighting cancer is now 
underway at the Malaghan Institute of Medical 
Research. By leveraging the expertise and capability 
created for and through this trial, the Institute’s goal 
is to extend the complex, ground-breaking new 
technique of cell and gene therapies to a wide range 
of diseases, enabling potentially life-saving treatments 
and trials to be delivered in New Zealand.
malaghan.org.nz

PRECISION DRIVEN HEALTH
nzRISK is an electronic tool designed with public-
private research collaboration to provide accurate 
risk assessments for patients undergoing surgery in 
New Zealand. Before nzRISK, risk assessment tools 
were based on historic overseas data that wasn’t 
always applicable to the New Zealand environment, 
particularly for our higher risk patients, such as Māori 
and Pacifica. Today, clinicians and patients have free 
access to this tool at www.nzrisk.com, providing better 
information when assessing the risks and benefits of 
undergoing surgery.
precisiondrivenhealth.com

NEW CATEGORY
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NZ GROWTH CAPITAL PARTNERS  HI-TECH

START-UP COMPANY 
OF THE YEAR

2019 WINNER 
— WHIP AROUND

This category recognises the achievements of 
a hi-tech company that has moved out of the 
pre-commercialisation phase. It recognises a 
venture that has clearly identified its competitive 
advantage and established a team of staff and/or 
advisors with a defined set of goals for growing 
its business.

FI
N

A
LI

ST
S DAWN AEROSPACE

Dawn Aerospace is building sustainable delivery and 
transport systems, creating new foundations for a 
modern space age. Based in New Zealand and the 
Netherlands, Dawn is building same-day reusable 
launch vehicles that do not require specialised launch 
infrastructure. They integrate with everyday aircraft 
and launch as often and routinely as commercial 
aviation, and non-toxic propulsion systems for 
satellites that increase capabilities and replace 
poisonous and highly-regulated fuels used today.
dawnaerospace.com

EMERGENCY Q
Emergency Q reduces overcrowding in hospital 
emergency departments (EDs) by empowering 
patients suited to primary care to make informed 
decisions about where to seek treatment. To date, 
33,000 patients have used Emergency Q, reducing 
ED volumes by up to 14%, saving patients thousands 
of hours of waiting time, and reducing ED costs, 
while promoting equity of access to primary care. 
Emergency Q is  a clever Kiwi solution to a global 
healthcare problem.
emergencyq.com

FILEINVITE
In a world where data breaches are jeopardising 
the security of billions of consumers, FileInvite is 
transforming how global companies obtain and 
protect consumer documents, combining automation, 
highly intuitive UI, and enterprise grade security 
to protect customer data. Many businesses large 
and small still use insecure email to gather client 
information. FileInvite automates document collection 
securely, simply and rapidly while solving compliance 
demands under new, global privacy and data breach 
regulations.
fileinvite.com

JOYOUS
Employee feedback is traditionally gathered through 
arduous anonymous surveys, which makes employees 
feel like they cannot be open, creating the perception 
that issues are not addressed and limiting its value. 
Joyous Open Feedback is a different way of thinking 
about enterprise feedback. Joyous makes everyone 
feel comfortable giving and receiving feedback that 
sparks action. Joyous is designed for the world’s 
largest employers and is used by companies such as 
AT&T, Nokia and Spark.
joyoushq.com
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PwC HI-TECH

COMPANY  
OF THE YEAR

The winner of this category will be recognised 
as the overall best-performing, established, 
hi-tech company in New Zealand. Judged over 
a wide range of criteria, it demonstrates vision, 
leadership, innovation and success. This is the 
highest honour bestowed on a company by 
the hi-tech industry and both identifies and 
celebrates the achievements of its leaders. 

2019 WINNER 
— PUSHPAY

FI
N

A
LI

ST
S CRIMSON EDUCATION

Crimson Education provides personalised 
education online to students anywhere in 
the world, by curating an algorithmically-
recommended team of expert mentors and tutors 
based at top-ranked universities around the world. 
Through our online platform we match students 
with tutors, and case manage their tutoring 
sessions to ensure their personalised programme 
helps them to reach their goals including 
gain admission into the Ivy Leagues, Oxford, 
Cambridge, Stanford and more.
crimsoneducation.org

EZYVET
ezyVet is next-gen practice management SaaS 
software that improves the lives of vets, pets and 
people. Designed in partnership with leading 
veterinarians, ezyVet is the solution of choice for 
veterinary professionals who want to save time, 
grow their business and deliver excellence in all 
aspects of veterinary care. While product and 
service innovation are at its core, their partnership 
with customers and passion to make a difference 
to the animal health industry sets them apart. 
ezyvet.com

FINGERMARK
Fingermark enables the world’s largest 
convenience and quick service restaurant (QSR) 
businesses to improve efficiency, reduce costs 
and create better customer experiences through 
digital transformation. Featuring computer vision, 
the AI software platform EYECUE™ and advanced 
hardware systems such as self-service kiosks and 
digital menus, Fingermark’s solutions can be 
applied to any vertical in any global market.
fingermark.tech

HARMONEY
Harmoney has changed the personal loans 
landscape in NZ, through financial products that 
are friendly, fair and simple to use, ensuring 
consumers are better served. Harmoney has made 
the borrowing experience fairer, faster and more 
accessible, removing inconvenience, awkwardness 
and uncertainty associated with traditional 
borrowing. To date Harmoney has facilitated more 
than $1.6 billion in loans to over 50,000 customers.
harmoney.co.nz

SERKO
Serko’s patented Zeno platform is changing the 
way businesses will manage travel and expenses 
now and in the future. Serko manages compliance 
and risks associated with travel, enabling 
the booking and management of travel and 
expenditure through its SaaS platform. Serko’s 
products are used by global travel brands in more 
than 100 countries.
serko.com

SPIDERTRACKS
Spidertracks is the leading provider of 
satellite flight tracking, fleet management & 
communication solutions. Spidertracks integrated 
hardware-software solution enables real-time 
tracking of aircraft, cockpit connectivity and 
enhanced emergency management capabilities. 
Spidertracks mission began with locating a 
downed aircraft but has expanded to preventing 
accidents through the use of Internet of things 
(IoT), machine learning, computer vision and 
proprietary tech, making the aviation community a 
safer place to work and operate in.
spidertracks.com
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NEW ZEALAND 
JUDGES

JOHN ASCROFT

PETER BARROWCLOUGH 

DAVID BEARD 

ROSIE BOSWORTH 

DORENDA BRITTEN

RUDI BUBLITZ 

MIKE CARDEN 

DENNIS CHAPMAN 

MELISSA CLARK-REYNOLDS 

MELISSA DAVIES

PETER DICKINSON

JIM DONOVAN 

DAVID EARL 

KEN ERSKINE 

LANI EVANS

MAHSA FOHAGHEGH 

IMCHE FOURIE 

MARK GILES

ANDREW GRAHAM 

SHONA GRUNDY

KIRBY-JANE HALLUM 

JO HEALEY 

CILLA HEGARTY 

PETER WREN HILTON

CATE HLAVAC 

ROBETT HOLLIS

CHRISTINA HOULIHAN 

WAYNE HUDSON 

LINDA JENKINSON 

ROBYN KAMIRA 

BEN KEPES

CANDACE KINSER 

STEPHEN KNIGHTLY 

GAVIN LENNOX 

EDWIN LIM 

STEVE MAYO-SMITH

OWEN MCCALL 

CLAIRE MCGOWAN 

LOVINA MCMURPHY 

AL MONRO

MICHAEL MURPHY 

KRIS NYGREN 

MITCHELL PHAM 

DAVID POWELL

SUSE REYNOLDS

NEIL RICHARDSON 

MIKE RILEY 

MARK ROBOTHAM 

KENDRA ROSS 

SHAUN RYAN

NUWANTHIE SAMARAKONE 

AMANDA SANTOS 

MANDY SIMPSON 

SUE SUCKLING 

IAN TAYLOR

MARK THOMAS 

FRANCES VALINTINE 

SERGE VAN DAM 

PHIL VEAL 

VALERIE WALSHE

SUE WATSON 

LANCE WIGGS 

CONVENOR OF JUDGES 
JANE SMALLFIELD
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INTERNATIONAL 
JUDGES

CLAUDIA BATTEN
Co-founder, Victors & Spoils

AXEL BOYE-MOLER
Head of Product for Australia, 
New Zealand and South 
Pacific, Visa

EMILY CLOSE
Head of Business 
Development at AirTree 
Ventures

KATHERINE CORICH
Founder and Director, Sysdoc 
Group

ARMAND DAVID
Managing Director, Applied 
Innovation at Brands2Life

CRAIG FENTON
Director Strategy & 
Operations, Google UK

PASCAL FINETTE
Vice President SU Labs, 
Entrepreneurship chair 
Singularity University

JANE FRANKLAND
Entrepreneur, Author, 
International speaker and 
Founder of Cyber Security 
Capital

PAT KENEALY
Managing Director, Ridge 
Ventures

RICHARD KEYSE
Chairman, European 
Beachhead Advisory Board

ARAMA KUKUTAI
Managing Partner at 
Finistere Ventures

ANDY LARK
Founder, Group Lark

DR CATHERINE MOHR
President, Intuitive 
Foundation

SAVANNAH PETERSON
Founder and Chief Unicorn 
of Savvy Millennial

BILL REICHERT
Managing Director at Garage 
Technology Ventures // 
Partner at Fenox Venture 
Capital

HELEN ROBINSON
Co-Founder & Executive 
Director, OI (Organic 
Initiative)

ROHIT SHUKLA
Founder and CEO, Larta

KRISTY TRAILL
Global Marketing, Sales & 
Operations
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callaghaninnovation.govt.nz

aucklandnz.com/ATEED

kiwibank.co.nz

ibm.com

endace.com

duncancotterill.com

coretex.com

nzte.govt.nz

xero.com

visa.co.nz

taitradio.com

pwc.co.nz

SPONSORS
Thank you to our sponsors who have helped  
bring this year’s Hi-Tech Awards to you.

nzgcp.co.nz

www.paymark.co.nz
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90seconds.tv

SECONDS

ubiquity.co.nz

CONNECT WITH US

Follow us on Twitter 
@NZHiTechAwards #htanz

Find us on LinkedIn 
NZ Hi-Tech Awards Group

Watch us on Vimeo 
vimeo.com/htanz

Like us on Facebook 
facebook.com/nzhitechawards

pauainterface.nz

PARNTERS
Thank you to our partners who have helped  
bring this year’s Hi-Tech Awards to you.

Printed on Rockstock, 
sustainable stone paper from

google.co.nz

humanitix.com

eventscreative.com

croftprint.co.nz
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